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HIGHLIGHT

FEEL THE BREEZE
Beat back sweltering heat with Rubine’s smart
and stylish ceiling fans

From top: Rubine’s
Mate, Bell and
Won designs,
each available in
three hues.

To keep cool in Singapore’s tropical climate, fans are a
must, especially if you’re eco-conscious and want to avoid
the considerable costs associated with installing, running
and maintaining air-conditioners. Save precious floor
space by going with a chic and feature-packed ceiling
fan. Italian brand Rubine offers three stylish variants,
the Mate, Won and Bell, which also double as
overhead lighting.
The Mate has a sturdy and elegant look while the
Won has a more playful appearance with upturned tips.
Go for the Bell if you want a more generic design that will
appeal to every member of the household. All come in
three classy colours (Black, White and Timber) that will slip
seamlessly into any decor. They are also available in two
or three sizes to match the scale of your room.
Built to perform, the fans are equipped with sturdy
blades, pitched and curved at just the right angles to
create a breeze that’s strong enough to cool larger areas.
Pick from six speeds to find the right setting for your needs.
Alternatively, use the temperature sensor (ECO) mode to
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determine how cool you want the room to be and the
fans can adjust the speed automatically. You can do
all this through the provided LCD remote control, no
need to get out of bed or move from your sofa.
The remote control can also be used for the
in-built 24-watt LED lamp. Turn it on or off, or switch
between three hues—a cool reading light, a warm
glow or cool yellow—to create the right ambience
for your activity. The timer function is ideal if you only
want the lights and fan operating for a specified time.
As a testament to the fans’ hardy build, there’s a
generous 10-year warranty on the motor, and parts
and services are guaranteed for a year. To learn
more about these fans, visit rubine.com.sg.
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